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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the combined mechanisms of heat transfer, vaporization,

ignition, and combustion of two parallel fuel droplet streams injected in a

hot, oxidizing gas flow is presented. The analysis gives a qualitative under-

standing of the various complex phenomena involved in the vaporization and

ignition of one stream of droplets followed by the propagation of the flame to

asecond stream and the establishment of diffusion flames surrounding each

droplet stream. The two-dimensional physical model consists of a constant-

property oxidizing gas flowing with a uniform velocity between two insulated

planes. The temperature of the gas at the inlet of the channel is specified.

The fuel droplet streams are represented as two parallel droplet sheets

injected at prescribed locations within the gas flow. Liquid temperature,

droplet radius, as well as droplet-sheet density and velocity are specified at

the inlet. By making some simplifications related to the fluid mechanics of

the flow, a set of partial differential equations with linear operators and

non-linear source terms governing the gas phase is found. The liquid phase is

governed by a set of non-linear first-order ordinary differential equations.

The gas-phase equations are solved with the aid of the Green's function

technique, and the resulting integro-differential equations are numerically

integrated together with the liquid-phase equations.

Results are presented for three different stream arrangements as well as

for two different fuel types and two different inlet droplet radii. For the

various cases considered, comparisons are made in terms of droplet

vaporization distances, droplet lifetimes, ignition delays, and flame

propagation rates. Droplet lifetimes and ignition delays are shown to

decrease as fuel volatility increases and as inlet droplet size and lateral

stream spacing decrease.
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NOMENCLATURE

A preexponential factor

An numeric coefficient, A. - I for n - 0, An - 2 for n > I

C 0(T-T)
B transfer number, B - L

ef f effective transfer number, FfS Lff 1 - Y0

Cd drag coefficient, Cd - (24/Re)(I + Re2/3/6)

C liquid-phase specific heat

C p gas-phase specific heat at constant pressure

D gas diffusivity

C Green's function, C - G( ,xI',x')

lcn combustion integral (eq. 8)

S summation index referring to droplet streams

"k dimensionless gas-phase variables

L channel width

Lv  latent heat of vaporization of fuel

m droplet mass

A droplet vaporization rate, , = 4wlpD (1 + 0.3 Re0 5) Ln (1 + Beff)

M molecular weight

N number of droplet streams

N droplet-sheet densityA

PI vaporization/diffusion length ratio, P1 
= (RoU)/(3L2 I)I)

P2 fuel/air mass flow ratio, P2 = (NtimiU 11 /(LoUg)

l -a b2-a-b)

P5  vaporization/reaction length ratio, P5 . (Ri2tU iA MF )/(3DTg, M

vol

P7  oxygen/fuel stoichiometric mass ratio, P7 
=-

F
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Qheat of combustion

R droplet radius

Re Reynolds nuber. Re - (21111 - U I)/N

Sc combustion source, Sc a Y; b exp (-Z/ROT)

S, dimensionless vaporization rate, 5vM 4/t~'aR 10D)

5vl vaporization source in fuel equation, S,,i - (1 -F N' N
S,2 vaporization source In oxygen equation, S2 P - I N'

Sv2 v2 70 t v

So, vaporization source in gas-phase energy equation,

S - p0( + B3 )(Tt- T')N'S
V3 6 eff t v

T temperature

T' dimensionless temperature, T' - r

U velocity

X transverse coordinate

Y mass fraction

z streauvise coordinate

Greek Symbols

Yn parameter, -y. a P In 2

6' dimensionless delta function

V kinematic viscosity

Vo oxygen/fuel stoichiometric molar ratio

dimensionless stresswise coordinate, -z/(R 2 U i/3pD)

p gas density

X dimensionless transverse coordinate, X- x/L
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Subscripts

T fuel

9 gas

i inlet

I stream number, j -, . N

k denotes k-tb gas-phase independent variable, k -1, 2, 3

1 liquid

n denotes n-th component of series

0) oxygen

r reference

S droplet surface
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INTRODUCTION

The analytical study of fuel spray combustion is of interest in the

design and emission control of diesel, turbine, and jet engines. Mathematical

and numerical models of realistic spray combustion situations are highly

complicated by the probabilistic character of the initial conditions, the

amount of nonlinearities present in the governing equations and the very

strong coupling existing between the gas and liquid phases. Evidence of these

complexities is manifest even in the vaporization studies of isolated droplets

[11-[3], and in those considering a group of interacting liquid droplets [41-

[6].

More involved investigations of multidimensional sprays must take into

account a large number of droplets, consequently requiring a large number of

equations and large amounts of computational time. From the numerical point

of view, accurate representation of ignition and flame propagation in sprays

requires resolution on a scale which is smaller than the typical droplet

spacing. The reason for this is that the thickness of typical reation zones

is of the order of the droplet spacing. The existence of individual or group

flames, the rate of propagation of the chemical reaction, and the droplet

lifetimes are all intimately linked to the particular space and size

distributions of the spray. Since these distributions are the result of the

highly non-linear and poorly understood atomization process, they are

generally known only in a statistical fashion, therefore imposing severe

limitations to a deterministic spray combustion model. It should be

emphasized, however, that if the initial spray conditions are specified,

deterministic methods can be employed to describe the spray behavior. Finite-

difference methods have been used to solve one-dimensional, unsteady spray

combustion problems using a gas-phase discretization which permits resolution
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on the scale of the distance b.tween droplets [7]-[9].

An extension of the one-dimensional models just described to multi-

dimensional situations implies a very large increase in computational time and

an increasing number of influencing parameters. It is advantageous to

initiate the study of two- and three-dimensional spray situations with a

simplified model more amenable to analytical treatment but still retaining

most of the interesting physics. In our basic model of spray combustion, a

configuration consisting of multiple parallel droplet streams injected in an

air flow is considered. Experimental and theoretical studies of single

streams of monosized droplets have been reported in the literature [9]-[10].

The mathematical model employed in those calculations made use of the Green's

function technique to consider the limits of an isolated droplet and a

cylindrical filament. Experimental work with multiple parallel streams has

also been initiated [l] and will serve as a point of comparison for the

analytical model proposed here once this is refined by relaxing some

simplifying assumptions. In a previous work [12], we have reported a

parametric study of a two-stream non-reactive spray system using the Green's

function approach to solve the gas-phase equations. In this work, a one step

chemical reaction rate [13] is included in the model in order to explore the

flame behavior for a variety of spray configurations. By simplifying the

fluid mechanics of the flow one is able to concentrate on the non-linear heat

and mass transfer interactions of the gas and liquid phases as well as on the

complexities of the flame propagation mechanism, and to understand their

dependence on stream spacing and other spray properties. The model thus

represents a sound first approach to more realistic situations in which the

spray properties (droplet size and space distributions) possess a more chaotic

character. It is expected that future improvements of the analysis
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presented here will permit the study of fluctuating inlet conditions and more

arbitrary droplet distributions.

ANALYSIS

a) Description of the Problem

Figure I shows a schematic of the problem under consideration. A

constant property gas is flowing with a uniform velocity Ug in a channel of

width L bounded by two insulated parallel planes. In this figure, the channel

inlet is located at the bottom and the flow direction is upward. ThE flow is

two-dimensional and steady, and viscosity is neglected except in the

calculation of droplet drag. The uniform flow velocity represents a first

approach to the real description of the fluid mechanics of the problem. Gas

expansion resulting from heating can be easily incorporated into the model at

some future point. Two parallel droplet streams are injected with the same

velocity 1 i at the inlet of the channel and at specified transverse

locations. The droplets always maintain their initial flow direction parallel

to the boundary planes but they experience acceleration or deceleration due to

viscous drag. Gas and droplet temperature and velocity as well as droplet

radius are specified at the channel inlet. The gas temperature at the channel

inlet is prescribed as a linear profile with the highest temperature point

located at the left wall. As the droplets heat up and vaporize in the hot

gas, the concentration of fuel vapor in the gas phase increases. Then, at

some point downstream, a chemical reaction is initiated which propagates

throughout the channel in a manner to be investigated. A one step chemical

reaction of the Arrhenius type is assumed.
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b) Liquid-Phase Equations

The droplets are assumed to remain spherical at all times and an infinite

conductivity model is adopted. Accordingly, no spatial temperature gradients

exist inside the droplets. More accurate models of droplet heating and

vaporization such as that of references [14] and [151 can be incorporated

without difficulty. The spherically symmetric vaporization model of reference

[161 is employed with no envelope flames considered and with a correction term

to account for convective effects. The dimensionless equations for

conservation of droplet number, mass, energy and momentum for an individual

droplet in a stream are:

(UNI) 0 (Ia)

dR3
U; "-' -3 S (lb)

d& v

R (T' -T' -S/C (c),U£ p t eff v/

dU'
li X - (C /16) Re(U' - U')/R' 2  (Id)

where the various symbols as well as the choice of dimensionless variables are

given in the nomenclature. We note that Beff is an effective transfer number

that takes into account the transient heating of the droplet, while B is the

standard transfer number. Primes are used to indicate dimensionless

quantities. At the channel inlet we specify the values of the liquid

velocity, the liquid temperature, the droplet radius, and the droplet-sheet

density. In dimensionless form these conditions are: U' 1, T' = 0, R' f 1,

and N' 1 at = 0.
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In addition to eqs. (1a)-C Id) there is a Clasius-Clapeyron equilibrium

equation relating the fuel vapor concentration at the droplet surface YFS to

the droplet temperature.

C) Gas-Phase Equations

A number of assumptions are made in order to reduce the problem to a set

of equations amenable to analytical solution. By assuming constant physical

properties and uniform pressure, and neglecting the mass contribution from the

vaporization process, the equations of conservation of mass and momentum are

rendered trivial and yield the uniform gas velocity U * As mentioned earlier,

the acceleration of the flow due to thermal expansion will be incorporated in

the future. In the case of an overall equivalence ratio of one, the

additional mass produced by the vaporization process amounts to approximately

7'. of the total mass flow. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect it within

the margin of other assumptions invoked in this model. Also neglected are the

convective terms in the transverse direction as well as heat and species

diffusion in the axial direction. This latter assumption is expected to be

appropriate for gas Peclet numbers larger than 10 except in the vicinity of

regions witn large temperature or species-concentration gradients. If the

droplets within a stream are not very far from each other or if we want to be

concerned with some type of time-averaged representation of the vaporization.

and combustion processes, we may assume that, from the gas-phase point of

view, the droplets within a stream represent spatially continuous sources of

fuel vapor and sinks of energy. Within the context of our two-dimensional

model, the droplets are then contained in planar droplet sheets which are

parallel to the channel walls. The droplet density on these sheets is

specified at the inlet but it varies with downstream distance as the droplets

8
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accelerate or decelerate under the action of the drag force.

The dimensionless gas-phase equations governing the conservation of fuel,

oxygen, and energy can be written in one compact form as:

Jk 2k N
ak k P Sk 6(X - X - P5S (2)

-P11X2 P2  6'-XjlPS

for k - 1, 2, 3. Here J1, 32, and 33 stand respectively for YF, Y0 /P7, and

P6 V where P7 is the oxygen/fuel stoichiometric mass ratio and P6 is a

dimensionless parameter involving the heat of reaction. and X are the

streamwise and tranverse coordinates respectively. The linear differential

operator on the left hand side is composed of two terms which are respectively

the convective term in the streamwise direction and the diffusion term in the

transverse direction. The right hand side contains two types of source

terms. The vaporization terms are contained in the summation sign where N is

the number of streams. These terms are non-zero only at the location of the

streams as evidenced by the delta functions 6'(X - Xj). The chemical

reaction source is represented by the last term on equation (2) which contains

a finite rate reaction of the Arrhenius type. Both the vaporization and

chemical-reaction source terms are highly non-linear as may be seen from the

expressions for the various Svk's and for Sc given in the nomenclature. Tho

various parameters PI through P7 are also given in the nomenclature. The

boundary conditions to be satisfied by equation (2) are:

3 k -Jki at = 0 (3a)

--' aJk
kX 0 at X 0 and X - (3b)

ax

9
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The first of these conditions referm to the specified values of fuel mass

fraction, oungen mass fraction, and temperature at the channel inlet, while

the second condition indicates that there is no diffusion of species nor heat

transfer at the side walls.

d) Method of Solution

The liquid phase is governed bv a set of non-linear, coupled, ordinary

differential equations which could be readily integrated with a numerical

scheme if the solution of the gas-phase equations were known. 'he linearitv

of the differential operators in the Kas-phase equations suggests the use of

the Green's function technique in their solution. Reference [171 illustrate%

the use of Green's functions in mathematical problems. The solution of the

three gas-phase equations represented by equation (2) will be obtained wit'i

the aid of the Green's function r. (r, X X') satisfying the following

equation and boundary conditions:

12 ('LG
I 2 - at '( n

, 0 for<', atx •and

This Green's function corresponds to the temperature distribution in a stil

subject to an instantaneous energy release at time E - f' at the

point x - x'. The solution of this problem is given in 111. olution of

equations (2) can be obtained in terus of the Green's function G by combining

equations (2) and (4) and integrating over the domain • • I, X .

in the manner described in (191. The result i a set of non-linear tnteira

equations which represent a closed form solttion of the gas-phase eqtion n:

..... . I I - I !1 II I



N

1k J ktGguO4 '  J0 - P2(SvkG)I ,%  ' - f 0 PsSo4I'dc

j-l (5)

1%ese integral equations, however, cannot be readily evaluated because

the integrands are functions of the gas and liquid independent variables. In

order to numerically evaluate the solution, it is useful to note the series

character of the Green's function [121, and write the solution as:

Jk x = Ain Jkn( cos(nIX) (6)

n-0

Then, bv differentiating the integral equations (5) with respect to one

obtains:

dJkn
n(P S cos(nx'))I ,, - P5  I Jn (7)

2 vk 5 -c n n kn
J..1

where:

Icn * Sc cos(nwx')dx ,  (8)

Equation (7) Is an integro-differential equation (the integral occurring in

the transverse direction as given by equation (8) and the first-order

differential occurring in the streamwise direction) which is subject to the

inlet condition:

J an I J cos(nwX ')d)( (9)Jkn n Jki

The boundary conditions at the side walls are immediately satisfied by the

4eries solution of equation (6). Equations (la-d) and (7) are simultaneously
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integrated in the streamwise direction. The number of terms (as given by n in

equation (7)) required by the gas-phase solution is imposed by the specified

accuracy desired and it lies between 15 and 20. A total of n numerical

integrations as given by equation (8) must be performed at each axial step in

order to evaluate the effects of the distributed chemical reaction. Typical

CPU times in a VAX 11/750 are 5 minutes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a) Base-Case Calculation

The base-case calculation is for normal-decane fuel droplets with inlet

diameters of 100 tm, inlet temperature of 3000 K, and inlet velocity of 10

m/s. The droplet streams are injected in air flowing at a uniform velocity of

5 m/s. The pressure is 10 atm, the inlet oxygen mass fraction is 0.23, and

the inlet fuel mass fraction is 0. The gas-phase inlet temperature profile is

linear with a maximum of 1400*K at the left wall and a minimum of 400K at the

right wall. The side walls are kept insulated downstream of the channel

inlet. The overall equivalence ratio of the incoming air/fuel flow is 1.0.

The channel width is 0.6 cm, and the droplet streams are located respectively

at 0.2 cm and 0.4 cm from the left wall.

Figure 2 shows the development with downstream distance of the gas-phase

temperature profile. At the inlet (Q - 0) the gas-phase temperature profile

is linear with a maximum on the left wall. Further downstream (6 - 0.25) and

due to heat diffusion in the transverse direction the left wall temperature

and the right wall temperature respectively decrease and increase slightly.

To the left of the first droplet stream a chemical reaction is initiated as

indicated by the small temperature increase shown for E - 0.25 at X - 0.25.

The incipient chemical reaction has a lean premixed character and is the

12



result of the mixing of oxygen and fuel in the presence of an elevated gas

temperature. As this premixed flame propagates to the right, the temperature

increases, peaking first at the location of the left droplet stream ( E - 0.5)

and again as the flame reaches the right droplet stream ( E - 0.75). Further

downstream (Q - 1.0), a relatively uniform high temperature profile results

when almost all the fuel has been depleted and the gas-diffusion mechanism

redistributes the energy across the channel.

The fuel vapor mass fraction is presented in Fig. 3, where the contour

lines of constant fuel mass fraction are shown. Near the inlet of the channel

no significant amounts of fuel vapor are produced because most of the heat

transferred to the droplets is used to increase the liquid temperature. The

fuel mass fraction reaches a first relative maximum at the location of the

left droplet stream 16 cm from the channel inlet (dimensionless downstream

distance of 0.32 in Fig. 3), and a second relative maximum at the location of

the right stream 22 cm from the channel inlet (dimensionless downstream

distance of 0.45). After reaching those maxima, the fuel vapors are depleted

by the premixed flame which propagates from left to right. Since the droplets

still exist beyond the location of the premixed flame, more fuel vapor is

produced at the location of the droplet streams. These new fuel vapors

diffuse away from the streams where the oxygen mass fraction has now been

reduced to zero. The outwardly diffusing fuel meets the inwardly diffusing

oxygen to produce the pattern of diffusion flames surrounding the droplet

streams which is shown in Fig. 3.

The gas-phase oxygen mass fraction is presented in Fig. 4. At the

channel inlet (Q - 0) the oxygen mass fraction is 0.23 corresponding to the

fresh incoming air flow. Oxygen is first consumed near the location of the

left stream by the incipient premixed flame (Q - 0.25). As this premixed

13



flame propagates towards the right, oxygen is further consumed along the flame

front, particularly at the location of the droplet streams, where the chemical

reaction is faster (curve for & - 0.50). The curves corresponding

to - 0.75 and & - 1.0 show that oxygen has been depleted in the center of

the channel and is diffusing from the regions next to the side walls towards

the weakening reaction zones which surround the second droplet stream. The

first droplet stream has completely vaporized at F~- 0.6.

Figures 5-8 show the dimensionless gas-phase reaction rate profiles at

four different downstream locations. Figure 5 Q~ - 0.32) shows the initiation

of a relatively thick reaction zone on the left side of the first droplet

stream. This is the premixed flame resulting from the mixing of air and fuel

during the initial droplet-vaporization period. In Figure 6 QF - 0.40~ the

premixed flame (seen as the thickest reaction zone on the right) has reached

the location of the second droplet stream, while a thinner diffusion flame has

been formed on each side of the first droplet stream. There is no oxygen

present between the two diffusion flmes and no fuel outside of them. Figure

7 (E - 0.58) shows that the premixed flame has almost reached the right wall

and has become very weak due mainly to the lower initial gas temperature

prevailing in this zone. Each droplet stream iv now surrounded by two thin

diffusion flames with the outer flames being somewhat stronger than the inner

ones because of the steeper oxygen gradients existing on the outer side. The

situation shown in Figure 8 Q~ - 0.70) indicates that oxygen has been depleted

between the droplet streams and the innermost diffusion flames have

consequently been extinguished. The two remaining diffusion flames are now

surrounding the fuel vapors left in the center of the channel. These flames

hr -ome weaker and are ultimately extinguished when the fuel vapors and the

oxygen are depleted.
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Figures 9-12 refer to the droplets within the streams. The left and

right streams are denoted by I and II respectively. In Fig. 9 we see the

transient behavior of the dimensionless liquid temperature. The droplets

enter the channel at a temperature of 300°K (dimensionless temperature - 0.0)

and undergo a transient heating process lasting approximately 75% of the

droplet lifetime until they reach an equilibrium temperature of 498"K along

the first stream and of 495*K along the second stream. These equilibrium

temperatures are perceptibly lower than the saturation temperature of 537°K

(dimensionless temperature - 0.215) rjrresponding to the prevailing

pressure. The sudden increase observed in the heating rates occurs when the

droplets cross the premixed flame and enter the region of high gas

temperature. Figure 10 shows the dimensionless vaporization rate for each

droplet stream. The vaporization rate is low first when the droplets are

relatively cold. Then it increases as the droplet temperature increases,

experiencing a sudden increase when the droplets cross the premixed flame.

later, as the droplet size decreases the vaporization rate gradually reduces

to zero. The effective transfer number based on an effective heat of

vaporization which accounts for the effect of droplet heating is shown in

Figure II. Initially the droplet temperature is low which results in a low

fuel mass fraction at the surface and a low transfer number. As the droplet

temperature increases, the transfer number increases slowly, and when the gas

temperature increases as a result of the exothermic rection, the effertive

transfer number rises sharply until it reaches an almost constant value which

is higher for the first stream due to the higher gas-temperature existing near

It. The variation with downstream distance of the droplet radius squared is

presented in Fig'ire 12. After the initial heating period, the variation with

downstream distance of the droplet radius squared is essentially linear.
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Since the droplet velocity is decreasing, this indicates that the variation

with time of the droplet radius squared is not linear which can be explained

by the decreasing Reynolds number which appears in the convective correction

to the vaporization rate Sv . The vaporization distance for the droplets on

the first stream is 30 cm and for the droplets on the second stream this

distance is 38 cm. The droplet lifetimes are 42 ms and 57 ms respectively.

b) Effect of Stream Arrangement

In order to look at the effect of different stream arrangements on

ignition, flame propagation and droplet lifetimes, three stream arrangements

are considered. In all cases the first stream is located at 1/3 of the

channel transverse dimension while the second stream is located at 1/2 (case

A), 2/3 (case B), and 5/6 (case C) of the transverse dimension respectively.

We note that case B corresponds to the base-case calculation. All other

parameters are the same as in the base case.

Figures 13 and 14 show the constant-fuel-mass-fraction contour lines for

cases A and C respectively. The corresponding plot for case B is shown in

Fig. 3 and was discussed in the previous section. Comparing cases A, B, and C

one observes different flame behaviors related to different stream spacings.

In case A (Fig. 13) the two streams are sufficiently close to inhibit the

development of individual flames around each stream. Instead, both streams

are surrounded by the same diffusion flame with no oxygen present between the

streams beyond the location of the premixed flame. In case B (Fig. 3),

individual stream flames develop which eventually merge when the oxygen

between the streams is depleted. We note that for oxygen-rich sprays (overall

equivalence ratios less than 1), the individual flames would persist without

merging for a longer distance since there would be more oxygen available
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between the streams. In case C (Fig. 14) the streams are sufficiently far

apart to prevent the direct interaction between the diffusion flames which

surround each stream. Therefore, an envelope flame is established on a

segment of the first stream with fuel vapors inside the flame and oxygen

outside of it.

Comparisons between the three stream arrangements have been made in terms

of droplet vaporization distances, droplet lifetimes, ignition delays between

the first and second streams, and flame propagation rates in the transverse

direction. The results are contained in Table I where the aforementioned

parameters are tabulated for the arrangements A, B, and C. Roman numerals I

and II refer to the first and second stream respectively. Droplet

vaporization distances for stream 1I are increased as this stream is

positioned farther away from the first stream and therefore from the hot

wall. The vaporization distance for stream I remains the same for cases B and

C indicating that for these stream spacings no effect is felt by the first

stream due to the presence of the second one. For case A, however, a slight

increase in the vaporization distance is observed for stream I in comparison

with cases B and C indicating that the presence of stream II is now manifest

on stream I through a reduction in the amount of energy available per droplet

to effect vaporization. The droplet lifetimes, which are the integrals along

the streams of the quantity dz/U from the inlet to the point of complete

vaporization, show essentially the same behavior as the droplet vaporization

distance. The ignition delay contained in Table 1 is defined as AZig/Ug

where &z ig is the distance, in the downstream direction, at which the premixed

flame reaches the second stream minus the corresponding distance for the first

stream. As may be intuitively predicted, the ignition delay increases as the

second stream is displaced towards the right wall away from the first stream
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and the hot wall. Also included in Table 1 is the flame propagation rate in

the transverse direction defined as the ratio between the transverse stream

spacing and the ignition delay previously described. The flame propagation

rate has a value of 34 cm/s for case A, decreases to 13 cm/s for case B, but

shows almost no variation between cases B and C.

c) Effect of Droplet Size and Fuel Volatility

In order to establish the effect of inlet droplet size and fuel

volatility on the combustion parameters of interest, two different droplet

sizes and two different fuel types are considered. For the effects of this

parametric study, the stream arrangement corresponds to that of the base

case. The droplet diameters are 100 Um and 50 Um and the fuels are normal

decane and normal hexane. The overall equivalence ratio is one for all cases

and all other parameters are the same as in the base case previously

discussed.

Figures 15 and 16 show the variation of the droplet-radius squared and

the gas-phase fuel mass fraction contours for the case of 50 Um n-decane

droplets. Note that the streamwise scale in these figures is different from

that of the base case. While a dimensionless streamwise distance of 1.0

represented a real distance of 0.48 m in the base case, here the same

dimensionless streamwise distance represents a real distance of 0.12 m. With

the smaller droplets, the vaporization rate is larger which results in shorter

vaporization distances and droplet lifetimes as can be seen in Table 2.

Because a larger amount of fuel vapor is produced in the inlet region, the

premixed flame is established closer to the channel inlet. With the 50 Um

droplets, approximately 46% of the droplet mass is vaporized ahead of the

flame along the first stream while with the 100 Um droplets this amount is
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only 12%. This indicates that as the inlet droplet radius is decreased the

spray more closely resembles the features of a premixed fuel. However, in

order to fully approach the limit of a premixed fuel, the number of streams

must be correspondingly increased. In our case, because the number of streams

is kept at two while the droplet radius is decreased, the local equivalence

ratio at the location of the fuel stream just ahead of the premixed flame is

slightly larger than one (fuel rich). This results in the oxygen being

locally depleted at the location of the premixed flame. The excess fuel mixes

with the ftiel vapors produced behind the premixed flame and burns in the

diffusion flames subsequently established (Fig. 16). The delay in igniting

the second stream is reduced and the transversal flame propagation raLe is

enhanced as indicated in Table 2.

Changing the fuel to normal-hexane produces the same effects in the

droplet lifetimes and flame propagation rates as those described for smaller

inlet droplets, although the variations are less pronounced. Column 3 of

Table 2 contains the results for 100 pm droplets on n-hexane for an overall

equivalence ratio of 1.0. Since n-hexane is more volatile than n-decane, fuel

vaporization is faster with the former and shorter lifetimes and greater flame

propagation rates result. The last column of Table 2 contains the results for

50 pm droplets of n-hexane. Here the added effects of a higher volatility and

a larger total droplet surface area result in a very much enhanced flame

propagation rate and a shorter ignition delay. In this case approximately 50%

of the liquid is vaporized ahead of the reaction zone.

CONCLUSIONS

A two-dimensional model of a fuel spray consisting of parallel droplet

streams injected in an air flow has been presented. By simplifying some
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aspects of the flow dynamics of the problem, a gas-phase solution in the form

of non-linear integral equations has been obtained. These gas-phase integral

equations are further transformed to a set of integro-differential equations

which are numerically integrated together with the liquid-phase equations.

Since the fuel streams are considered to be discrete identities in the

traverse direction, spacial resolution on the scale of the stream spacing is

possible which permits the study of the influence of stream separation on

ignition delays and flame propagation rates. Within the range of parameters

considered in this study, the reactive flow is characterized by an inlet pre-

ignition zone followed by a premixed flame which acts as the ignition source

of the fuel streams. Further downstream, a pattern of diffusion flames

surrounding individual streams or a group of them is established. The model

may be extended to include the characteristic unsteadiness of the physical

phenomenon if droplet discretization in the streamwise direction is

considered. Under the present restrictions the model conveys a suitable time-

averaged picture over a characteristic time based on streamwise droplet

spacing and droplet velocity. Once the first stream has ignited, ignition of

the second stream is retarded when it is located farther from the first

stream. For an overall equivalence ratio of one, ignition delays for the

second stream are decreased when droplet size is decreased or when fuel

volatility is increased.
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Table 1.
Droplet Vaporization Distances, Lifetimes, Ignition Delays,

and Flame Propagation Rates for Different Stream Arrangements

Stream Arrangement A B C

droplet vaporization I 31 30 30
distance (cm) 11 33 38 45

droplet lifetimes (ms) I 43 42 42
II 48 57 70

ignition delay (ms) 3 15 25

transverse flame- 34 13 12
propagation rate (cm/s)

Table 2.
Droplet Vaporization Distances, Lifetimes, Ignition Delays,

and Flame Propagation Rates for Different Fuels and
Different Inlet Droplet Diameters

Fuel n-decane n-hexane

inlet diameter (1am) 100 50 100 50

droplet vaporization I 30 9 20 7
distance (cm) II 38 13 26 9

droplet lifetime (ms) I 42 14 2R q
II 57 20 37 13

ignition delay (ms) 15 6 11 4

transverse 13 34 19 47
flame-propagation
rate (cm/s)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Schematic of the problem and coordinate system.

2. Gas-1hase temperature profiles at different streamwtse locations. Fuel:
n-decane, Droplet Diameter: 100 m.

3. Gms-phase fuel ass fraction contours. Fuel: n-decane, Droplet
Diameter: 10 usn.

4. Gas-phase oxygen mass fraction profiles at different streamwise
locations. Fuel: n-decane, Droplet Diameter: Inn ,*.

S. Raction rate profile at streamrise location - 0.32.

6. Raction rate profile at streamlse location .- 0.49.

7. Reaction rate profile at stream,-is location 0 .5.

A. Reaction rate profile at streawlse location 0 - .7).

9. Droplet temperature vs. downstream distance. 1: left stream, IT: right
stream. Fuel: n-decane, Droplet Diameter: 100 un.

I. Droplet vaporization-rate vs. downstream distance. I: left stream,

IT: right stream. Fuel: n-decane, Droplet Diameter: 100 Lm.

I1. Effective mass transfer number vs. downstream distance. 1: left stream,

I: right stream. Fuel: n-decane, Droplet Diameter: 100 on.

12. Droplet radius squared vs. dowatream distance. I: left stream,

II: right stream. Fuel: a-decane, Droplet Diameter: 100 um.

13. Gas-phase fuel mass fraction contours for stream arrangement 4. Fuel:

n-decane, Droplet Dimeter: In wm.

14. Gas-phase fuel mass fraction contours for stream arrangement C. Fuel:
n-decane, Droplet Diameter: I10 wm.

15. Droplet radius squared vs. downstream distance. I: left stream, 11:

right stream, Fuel: n-decane, Droplet Diameter: 5n 8m.

Ii. Gas-phase fuel mass fraction contours. Fuel: n-decrane, 1ioplet

Diameter: 50 is.
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